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  Urban Play Fabio Duarte,Ricardo Alvarez,2021-08-03 Why technology is most
transformative when it is playful, and innovative spatial design happens only
when designers are both tinkerers and dreamers. In Urban Play, Fábio Duarte
and Ricardo Álvarez argue that the merely functional aspects of technology
may undermine its transformative power. Technology is powerful not when it
becomes optimally functional, but while it is still playful and open to
experimentation. It is through play--in the sense of acting for one's own
enjoyment rather than to achieve a goal--that we explore new territories,
create new devices and languages, and transform ourselves. Only then can
innovative spatial design create resonant spaces that go beyond functionalism
to evoke an emotional response in those who use them. The authors show how
creativity emerges in moments of instability, when a new technology
overthrows an established one, or when internal factors change a technology
until it becomes a different technology. Exploring the role of fantasy in
design, they examine Disney World and its outsize influence on design and on
forms of social interaction beyond the entertainment world. They also
consider Las Vegas and Dubai, desert cities that combine technology with
fantasies of pleasure and wealth. Video games and interactive media, they
show, infuse the design process with interactivity and participatory
dynamics, leaving spaces open to variations depending on the users' behavior.
Throughout, they pinpoint the critical moments when technology plays a key
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role in reshaping how we design and experience spaces.
  Urban Informatics Wenzhong Shi,Michael F. Goodchild,Michael Batty,Mei-Po
Kwan,Anshu Zhang,2021-04-06 This open access book is the first to
systematically introduce the principles of urban informatics and its
application to every aspect of the city that involves its functioning,
control, management, and future planning. It introduces new models and tools
being developed to understand and implement these technologies that enable
cities to function more efficiently – to become ‘smart’ and ‘sustainable’.
The smart city has quickly emerged as computers have become ever smaller to
the point where they can be embedded into the very fabric of the city, as
well as being central to new ways in which the population can communicate and
act. When cities are wired in this way, they have the potential to become
sentient and responsive, generating massive streams of ‘big’ data in real
time as well as providing immense opportunities for extracting new forms of
urban data through crowdsourcing. This book offers a comprehensive review of
the methods that form the core of urban informatics from various kinds of
urban remote sensing to new approaches to machine learning and statistical
modelling. It provides a detailed technical introduction to the wide array of
tools information scientists need to develop the key urban analytics that are
fundamental to learning about the smart city, and it outlines ways in which
these tools can be used to inform design and policy so that cities can become
more efficient with a greater concern for environment and equity.
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  Urban Morphology Vítor Oliveira,2016-03-30 This is a book about cities or,
more precisely, about the physical form of cities. It starts presenting the
main elements of urban form – streets, urban blocks, plots and buildings –
structuring our cities and the fundamental actors and processes of
transformation shaping these elements. It then applies this analytical
framework to describe the evolution of cities over history as well as to
explain the functioning of contemporary cities. After the initial focus on
the ‘object’ (cities) the book describes how different researchers and
different schools of thought have been dealing with this object since the
emergence of Urban Morphology, as the science of urban form, in the turning
to the twentieth century. Finally, the book tries to identify what are the
most important (and specific) contributions that Urban Morphology has to
offer to contemporary cities, societies and economies.
  Doin' Me Wanda B. Campbell,2013-05-01 All Reyna Mills ever wanted was to be
accepted and loved. That's why she patterned her life according to the will
of those who claimed to have her best interests at heart: an unassuming
mother, a controlling pastor, and an elusive God. After godly advice leaves
her beaten, humiliated, and handcuffed in the backseat of a police car, Reyna
decides it's time to do things her way. She's determined that she no longer
needs anyone, especially God, but her sudden change of heart leads her down a
delusional path that just might destroy her. Will the relationship Reyna once
had with God be enough to pluck out the root of bitterness and resentment
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before the enemy totally consumes her? What will it take for Reyna to realize
that the love and acceptance she has been longing for is right in front of
her? Wanda B. Campbell is the author of six awarding-winning Christian
Fiction novels. Wanda is a two-time winner of the Urban Reviews Top Shelf
Book Award, two-time winner of Coffee Time Romance's Critical Review Award,
and a three-time Black Expressions Book Club Bestselling Author. She has
appeared on the BCNN1/BCBC National Bestselling List multiple times and was
nominated at the 2011 African American Literary Awards Show in the Christian
Fiction category. A mother of three, she resides in the San Francisco Bay
area with her husband. She is currently pursuing her bachelor's degree in
biblical studies.
  The Real Hoodwives of Detroit 2 INDIA,2021-05-25 What up, doe! Welcome back
to the mean streets of Detroit. With all the drama going down in Motown, I
knew your nosey self couldn’t stay away. Don’t worry, you haven’t missed a
thing. We pick up the story right where we left off in The Real Hoodwives of
Detroit part one. If you thought your first visit to the Motor City was
crazy, you ain’t seen nothing yet. Nikki, Gucci, and Chloe have been waiting
for you, and boy do they have some fire! Lies have been told, relationships
have been tested, and these women are out for blood. The heat amongst this
group is real. This ain’t no television show. No one sits in a director’s
chair and yells, “cut!” This drama is official. This is how the real, raw,
and certified hoodwives from the Dirty Glove get down. We don’t bump our
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gums; instead, we let our pistols do the talking. The way we live ain’t for
the weak-hearted. Where we come from, it’s survival of the fittest, and only
the strong survive. Scared? You should be. Welcome back to Detroit for round
two!
  The Sunday Only Christian E.N. Joy,2012-12-01 What kind of woman wants a
man so badly that she's willing to lie to get him? What if that lie includes
denying the fact that she has a child? Deborah Lewis is that woman. The
suave, debonair Lynox Chase is the man Deborah has wanted for years. She
almost had him, but then left him hanging when she decided to give her ex
another try. With her ex no longer in the picture, Deborah is willing to eat
crow and go claim Lynox. She's a little worried he won't forgive her and take
her back, but she hopes that two years has been enough time to get over it.
The chase turns into more of a marathon for Deborah. Just when she thinks
she's near the finish line, she learns that a woman with kids is a turn-off
for Lynox. Can Deborah turn off being a mother just long enough to get Lynox
to fall in love with her again?
  East Asia's Changing Urban Landscape Chandan Deuskar,World Bank,Judy L.
Baker,David Mason,2015 This report was prepared by a World Bank team
comprising Chandan Dreuskar, Judy Baker (Task Team Leader), and David Mason--
Page xiii.
  Urban Voices Susan Lobo,2002-12-01 California has always been America's
promised land—for American Indians as much as anyone. In the 1950s, Native
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people from all over the United States moved to the San Francisco Bay Area as
part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Relocation Program. Oakland was a major
destination of this program, and once there, Indian people arriving from
rural and reservation areas had to adjust to urban living. They did it by
creating a cooperative, multi-tribal community—not a geographic community,
but rather a network of people linked by shared experiences and
understandings. The Intertribal Friendship House in Oakland became a
sanctuary during times of upheaval in people's lives and the heart of a
vibrant American Indian community. As one long-time resident observes, The
Wednesday Night Dinner at the Friendship House was a must if you wanted to
know what was happening among Native people. One of the oldest urban Indian
organizations in the country, it continues to serve as a gathering place for
newcomers as well as for the descendants of families who arrived half a
century ago. This album of essays, photographs, stories, and art chronicles
some of the people and events that have played—and continue to play—a role in
the lives of Native families in the Bay Area Indian community over the past
seventy years. Based on years of work by more than ninety individuals who
have participated in the Bay Area Indian community and assembled by the
Community History Project at the Intertribal Friendship House, it traces the
community's changes from before and during the relocation period through the
building of community institutions. It then offers insight into American
Indian activism of the 1960s and '70s—including the occupation of
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Alcatraz—and shows how the Indian community continues to be created and re-
created for future generations. Together, these perspectives weave a richly
textured portrait that offers an extraordinary inside view of American Indian
urban life. Through oral histories, written pieces prepared especially for
this book, graphic images, and even news clippings, Urban Voices collects a
bundle of memories that hold deep and rich meaning for those who are a part
of the Bay Area Indian community—accounts that will be familiar to Indian
people living in cities throughout the United States. And through this
collection, non-Indians can gain a better understanding of Indian people in
America today. If anything this book is expressive of, it is the insistence
that Native people will be who they are as Indians living in urban
communities, Natives thriving as cultural people strong in Indian ethnicity,
and Natives helping each other socially, spiritually, economically, and
politically no matter what. I lived in the Bay Area in 1975-79 and 1986-87,
and I was always struck by the Native (many people do say 'American Indian'
emphatically!) community and its cultural identity that has always insisted
on being second to none. Yes, indeed this book is a dynamic, living document
and tribute to the Oakland Indian community as well as to the Bay Area Indian
community as a whole. —Simon J. Ortiz When my family arrived in San Francisco
in 1957, the people at the original San Francisco Indian Center helped us
adjust to urban living. Many years later, I moved to Oakland and the
Intertribal Friendship House became my sanctuary during a tumultuous time in
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my life. The Intertribal Friendship House was more than an organization. It
was the heart of a vibrant tribal community. When we returned to our Oklahoma
homelands twenty years later, we took incredible memories of the many people
in the Bay Area who helped shape our values and beliefs, some of whom are
included in this book. —Wilma Mankiller, former Principal Chief, Cherokee
Nation
  Introducing Urban Anthropology Rivke Jaffe,Anouk De Koning,2015-10-30 This
book provides an up-to-date introduction to the important and growing field
of urban anthropology. This is an increasingly critical area of study, as
more than half of the world's population now lives in cities and
anthropological research is increasingly done in an urban context. Exploring
contemporary anthropological approaches to the urban, the authors consider:
How can we define urban anthropology? What are the main themes of twenty-
first century urban anthropological research? What are the possible future
directions in the field? The chapters cover topics such as urban mobilities,
place-making and public space, production and consumption, politics and
governance. These are illustrated by lively case studies drawn from a diverse
range of urban settings in the global North and South. Accessible yet
theoretically incisive, Introducing Urban Anthropology will be a valuable
resource for anthropology students as well as of interest to those working in
urban studies and related disciplines such as sociology and geography.
  Urban Habitats C. Philip Wheater,2002-01-31 The author presents an
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illustrated and practical guide to the wide range of urban habitats and the
flora and fauna that live within them. The important conservation and
management issues presently being faced within our towns and cities are
examined. Topics of concern to the conservationalist or habitat manager are
explored, including: * the impact and monitoring of pollution * the effects
of invasive species * guidelines for the ecological management of sites to
enhance their nature conservation value. Urban Habitats is richly
illustrated, features up-to-date references and data, and proposes a series
of projects.
  Urban Transformations Ian Bentley,2004-08-02 Cities affect every person's
life, yet across the traditional divides of class, age, gender and political
affiliation, armies of people are united in their dislike of the
transformations that cities have undergone in recent times. The physical form
of the urban environment is not a designer add-on to 'real' social issues; it
is a central aspect of the social world. Yet in many people's experience, the
cumulative impacts of recent urban development have created widely un-loved
urban places. To work towards better-loved urban environments, we need to
understand how current problems have arisen and identify practical action to
address them. Urban Transformations examines the crucial issues relating to
how cities are formed, how people use these urban environments and how cities
can be transformed into better places. Exploring the links between the
concrete physicality of the built environment and the complex social,
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economic, political and cultural processes through which the physical urban
form is produced and consumed, Ian Bentley proposes a framework of ideas to
provoke and develop current debate and new forms of practice.
  Urban Ecosystem Services Alessio Russo,Giuseppe T. Cirella,2021-05-07 The
school of thought surrounding the urban ecosystem has increasingly become in
vogue among researchers worldwide. Since half of the world’s population lives
in cities, urban ecosystem services have become essential to human health and
wellbeing. Rapid urban growth has forced sustainable urban developers to
rethink important steps by updating and, to some degree, recreating the
human–ecosystem service linkage. Assessing, as well as estimating the losses
of ecosystem services can denote the essential effects of urbanization and
increasingly indicate where cities fall short. This book contains 13
thoroughly refereed contributions published within the Special Issue “Urban
Ecosystem Services”. The book addresses topics such as nature-based
solutions, green space planning, green infrastructure, rain gardens, climate
change, and more. The contributions highlight new findings for landscape
architects, urban planners, and policymakers. Important future cities
research is considered by looking at the system connectivity between the
social and ecological sphere—via varying forms of urban planning, management,
and governance. The book is supported by methods and models that utilize an
urban sustainability and ecosystem service-centric focus by adding knowledge-
base and real-world solutions into the urbanization phenomenon.
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  Fragile Urban Governance Gangadhar Jha,2018-06-13 Urbanization is giving
rise to a vibrant and volatile urban India. The urban local self-government
(ULSG) is struggling to provide efficient, effective, inclusive and
responsive urban services. Most ULSGs are too fragile to perform the mandated
functions for enhancing the quality of life and making cities and towns
livable. The book traces evolution of ULSGs, its decline after Independence,
and steps taken to strengthen them, especially through the big-bang
decentralization initiative of 1992 for their empowerment, by enacting the
74th Constitution Amendment Act (74th CAA). Analyzing facets of the
decentralization initiative, views of two review Commissions, policy
responses to it and processes for implementation of constitutional
provisions, it alludes to conspicuous gaps at three levels such as (i) gaps
and deficiencies in the 74th CAA (ii) gaps in the post-74th CAA municipal
Acts that were required to conform to the constitutional provisions, and
(iii) gaps due to half-hearted implementation of even the mandatory
constitutional provisions. Empowerment and strengthening of ULSG being in the
nature of an imperative, it explores plausible options within the
constitutional autonomy of states. Empowerment denotes authority, power and
clarity in municipal functional and fiscal domain. Therefore it also
specifies experiential based rational framework and a strategy for
strengthening ULSGs that must look beyond the existing predilection for mere
training. It fills an existing void in ULSG literature on the subject. Please
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note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India,
Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
  Urban Energy Landscapes Vanesa Castán Broto,2019-04-11 Research volume on
urban energy transition that will have wide interdisciplinary appeal to
researchers in energy, urban and environmental studies.
  Urban Pollution Eveline Dürr,Rivke Jaffe,2010-08-30 Re-examining Mary
Douglas' work on pollution and concepts of purity, this volume explores
modern expressions of these themes in urban areas, examining the
intersections of material and cultural pollution. It presents ethnographic
case studies from a range of cities affected by globalization processes such
as neoliberal urban policies, privatization of urban space, continued
migration and spatialized ethnic tension. What has changed since the
appearance of Purity and Danger? How have anthropological views on pollution
changed accordingly? This volume focuses on cultural meanings and values that
are attached to conceptions of 'clean' and 'dirty', purity and impurity,
healthy and unhealthy environments, and addresses the implications of
pollution with regard to discrimination, class, urban poverty, social
hierarchies and ethnic segregation in cities.
  Urban Artscapes Manila Castoro,Carolina Vasilikou,2018-07-06 In recent
years, artists, architects, activists and curators, as well as corporations
and local governments have addressed the urban space. They challenge its use
and destination, and dispute current notions of space, legality, trade and
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artistry. Emerging art practices challenge old ideas about where art belongs,
what forms it can take and what political discourses it fosters. Selected
from papers presented at the 2013 Artscapes conference in Canterbury, this
collection of new essays explores the dynamic relationship between art and
the city. Contributors discuss the everyday artistic use of public space
around the world, from sculpture to graffiti to street photography.
  Charles Urban Luke McKernan,2015-03-15 Based on original research from
Charles Urban’s own papers, this is the first biography of this influential
film maker and innovator. It is also a historical study of the development of
the non-fiction film in Britain and America in the early years of cinema,
told through the experiences of the leading pioneer of the form. Charles
Urban was a renowned figure in his time, and he has remained a name in film
history chiefly for his development of Kinemacolor, the world’s first
successful natural colour moving picture system. He was also a pioneer in the
filming of war, science, travel, actuality and news, a fervent advocate of
the value of film as an educative force, and a controversial but important
innovator of film propaganda in wartime. The book uses Urban’s story as a
means of showing how the non-fiction film developed in the period 1897-1925,
and the dilemmas that it faced within a cinema culture in which the
entertainment fiction film was dominant. Urban’s solutions – some successful,
some less so – illustrate the groundwork that led to the development of
documentary film. The book considers the roles of film as informer, educator
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and generator of propaganda, and the social and aesthetic function of colour
in the years when cinema was still working out what it was capable of and how
best to reach audiences. Luke McKernan also curates a web resource on Charles
Urban at www.charlesurban.com Winner of the Kraszna-Krausz Moving Image Book
Award 2014.
  The Urban Climate Challenge Craig Johnson,Noah Toly,Heike
Schroeder,2015-02-20 Drawing upon a variety of empirical and theoretical
perspectives, The Urban Climate Challenge provides a hands-on perspective
about the political and technical challenges now facing cities and
transnational urban networks in the global climate regime. Bringing together
experts working in the fields of global environmental governance, urban
sustainability and climate change, this volume explores the ways in which
cities, transnational urban networks and global policy institutions are
repositioning themselves in relation to this changing global policy
environment. Focusing on both Northern and Southern experience across the
globe, three questions that have strong bearing on the ways in which we
understand and assess the changing relationship between cities and global
climate system are examined. How are cities repositioning themselves in
relation to the global climate regime? How are cities being repositioned –
conceptually and epistemologically? What are the prospects for crafting
policies that can reduce the urban carbon footprint while at the same time
building resilience to future climate change? The Urban Climate Challenge
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will be of interest to scholars of urban climate policy, global environmental
governance and climate change. It will be of interest to readers more
generally interested in the ways in which cities are now addressing the
inter-related challenges of sustainable urban growth and global climate
change. Chapter 9 and Chapter 11 of this book is freely available as a
downloadable Open Access PDF at www.tandfebooks.com/openaccess. It has been
made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivatives 3.0 license.
  Ebook: Urban Economics O'SULLIVAN,2012-01-16 Ebook: Urban Economics
  Irish Urban Fictions Maria Beville,Deirdre Flynn,2018-11-01 This collection
is the first to examine how the city is written in modern Irish fiction.
Focusing on the multi-faceted, layered, and ever-changing topography of the
city in Irish writing, it brings together studies of Irish and Northern Irish
fictions which contribute to a more complete picture of modern Irish
literature and Irish urban cultural identities. It offers a critical
introduction to the Irish city as it represented in fiction as a plural space
to mirror the plurality of contemporary Irish identities north and south of
the border. The chapters combine to provide a platform for new research in
the field of Irish urban literary studies, including analyses of the fiction
of authors including James Joyce, Roddy Doyle, Kate O’Brien, Hugo Hamilton,
Kevin Barry, and Rosemary Jenkinson. An exciting and diverse range of
fictions is introduced and examined with the aim of generating a cohesive
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perspective on Irish urban fictions and to stimulate further discussion in
this emerging area.
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